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News or events that may affect your investments August 8, 2022  

What’s next for inflation, and 
investment implications 

Key takeaways 
• The recent decline in commodity prices may produce a sudden drop in 

headline inflation in the coming months, but other components are 
likely to keep inflation higher for longer.  

• The Federal Reserve (Fed) is unlikely to pivot to an accommodative 
policy until inflation returns to somewhere between 2% and 3%. Policy 
seems set to reduce economic growth until demand roughly matches 
supply. 

What it may mean for investors 
• Although we believe a recession will result from persistent inflation and 

continued rises in interest rates, we also expect a recovery beginning in 
mid-2023, and below we list our investment preferences.  

Inflation continues to take headlines. This report considers some 
frequently asked questions about our inflation outlook and how inflation’s 
persistence affects policymakers and financial markets. 

In the 1980s, it took a long time and interest rates as high as 20% to 
bring inflation down. Do we expect something similar now to get 
inflation back down toward 2%? 

We believe that the Federal Reserve (Fed) faces fewer obstacles to bringing 
inflation back to a moderate rate now than it did over 40 years ago. A 
strong fiscal spending thrust from social spending and military spending 
fueled inflation in the 1960s. In the 1970s, temporary wage and price 
controls and the Fed’s reluctance to raise interest rates above the inflation 
rate made for temporary measures and hesitancy that allowed inflation to 
take root. By contrast, today the Congressional Budget Office expects the 
2022 federal budget deficit to fall from 12.4% of Gross Domestic Product 
to 4.2%.1 That would mark the largest such reduction since 1946, when the 
government was unwinding world-war levels of spending. Most 
importantly, the current Fed is proactive and aggressive.  

                                                      
1. See, The Budget and Economic Outlook: 2022 to 2032, Congressional Budget Office, May 2022. 
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Second, some institutional rigidities that helped sustain ultra-high inflation 40 years ago are absent today. Weaker 
unions today mean fewer cost-of-living agreements to perpetuate inflation. Globalization was far less a cost 
restraint than it is now. Regulations effectively erected barriers to entry that restricted competition. Not so today. 
The economy’s greater focus then on manufacturing meant a more capital-intensive economy requiring greater 
financing for start-ups. Cloud computing and other cost-saving innovations were not yet on the horizon. Online 
shopping and other technological advances also undercut business pricing power by increasing price transparency 
in a way not possible 40 years ago.  

We believe early relief from historically high inflation should come from gradually easing supply disruptions and a 
reversal of economically sensitive fuel and other goods inflation as the U.S. and parts of the global economy move 
through a recession. How quickly the reversal in fuel and other input prices breaks down inflation’s persistence in 
rents and other long-term contract prices will likely depend on the depth and duration of the economy’s decline 
and on the Fed’s response to lingering inflation. 

Why is the Fed raising interest rates and removing cash from the economy when a lot of the inflation 
pressures are coming from supply shortages related to COVID-19 and the war in Ukraine?  

Fed policymakers do not have the tools to fix supply chains, but current inflation challenges the Fed’s reputation 
for price control. The only ways the Fed has to face the challenge are to raise interest rates and reduce liquidity. 
Higher rates raise borrowing costs and raise saving rates for consumers and corporations. Reductions of liquidity 
shrink the cash available in the marketplace.  

The Fed’s goal is to use its tools to reduce spending and to strike a closer balance with the supply of goods. If cars 
are in short supply, some consumers may look to public transportation. If wheat is more expensive, a shopper now 
might look for house brands of cereal or switch to eggs. The Fed cannot make more cars or cereal appear. Supply 
disruptions take time to resolve, but the longer they continue, the more aggressively we believe the Fed has to push 
spending lower.     

What makes gasoline prices go up and down? Is it directly the price of oil globally, or are there other dynamics 
(for example, what you have to pay truckers to transport gasoline)?  

Russia has cut natural gas exports to Western Europe, leaving European transportation companies short of diesel 
fuel and forcing European factories and power plants to switch from gas to coal and refined petroleum. Distillate 
(diesel) and gasoline inventories declined sharply in May and June, including in the U.S. (Chart 1). As refineries 
diverted production to Europe, U.S. fuel prices surged. 
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Chart 1. U.S. weekly gasoline and distillate inventories and five-year ranges  

 

Sources: Bloomberg, U.S. Energy Information Administration, and Wells Fargo Investment Institute, weekly data, January 6, 2012 to July 22, 2022. Shaded areas represent one standard 
deviation on either side of the five-year average. Distillates include diesel fuel and fuel oil. 

The large increase in gasoline prices this year is weighing on demand, and we are starting to see modestly lower U.S. 
gasoline consumption (Chart 2). This weakening in demand guided gasoline prices somewhat lower in July. In turn, 
lower gasoline prices (and diesel prices, not shown in the chart) should contribute to lower transportation costs and 
some easing of inflation in everything from plastics to food in the near term. 

Chart 2. U.S. weekly gasoline consumption, January 9, 2015 – July 15, 2022 

 

Sources: Bloomberg, U.S. Energy Information Administration, and Wells Fargo Investment Institute, weekly data, January 9, 2015 to July 15, 2022. 
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The low fuel inventories shown in Chart 1 may magnify ups and downs from any unexpected or sudden fuel supply 
reductions. For example, a hurricane that blocks oil imports or shutters refining activity along the Gulf Coast easily 
could create new energy supply disruptions during the coming months. Such a disruption while gasoline and diesel 
inventories are already low could send fuel prices suddenly much higher than if there were larger inventories to 
buffer the shock. Any such fuel price fluctuations, in turn, likely would raise consumer goods prices because of how 
important transportation costs are for the prices of goods on the shelves.  

The bottom line is that, even if the emerging global slowdown sends energy prices and overall inflation lower, a 
straight-line decline is unlikely. Consumers may see monthly gasoline prices fluctuate higher and lower. The low 
gasoline and diesel inventories could accentuate swings in fuel prices and, by extension, overall consumer price 
inflation.  

Does peak inflation matter? Gasoline prices have pulled back somewhat. Shouldn’t that help top-line inflation 
peak in the next month or two? Can’t the Fed back away from future rate hikes once inflation peaks and 
moves lower?  

Anticipation or disappointment about when inflation will peak has moved equity markets higher or lower, by turns, 
at least since May. Sometimes the equity market moves have exceeded 10% over the course of weeks. But when 
inflation will peak is not the right question, in our view. We already have noted the persistence in inflation’s sticky 
components, such as rents, a large component in the household’s budget. Long-term contracts for other materials 
or services add weight to the persistence. While inflation among these sticky components remains high, overall 
inflation may trend lower only gradually.  

We believe that the Fed will have to remain aggressive until inflation’s downtrend accelerates toward annual 
inflation of, perhaps, between 2% and 3%. When or at what level inflation peaks is very unlikely to turn the Fed 
from its aggressive and proactive path. 

The focus on peak inflation also misses the cumulative effect of Fed policy, which we believe will become much 
more noticeable. Historically, the main economic impact of sustained Fed rate hikes comes 6 to 12 months after 
the Fed begins its hikes. Today, however, economic growth is deteriorating at an unusually fast pace, so the policy 
impact could be noticeable in the autumn, closer to six months from the Fed’s first rate hike in March. What’s 
more, by year-end 2022, the Fed’s liquidity removal policy will have erased approximately $600 billion, if the Fed 
stays on its published course.  

How else might inflation still surprise financial markets in the coming months? What should investors think 
about inflation’s path in the coming months? 

We would not be surprised to see the headline 12-month consumer price inflation reading post a sudden, large 
drop, maybe from 9.1% for June to 5% or 6% in the next two or three months. Two factors might account for such a 
surprise: Commodity prices, such as gasoline prices, since the March-to-June period have pulled back, and second, 
it was at this time last year when inflation really took off. The comparison against inflation last year is important 
because reports on headline inflation typically measure the change from the same month a year earlier. Especially 
after the recent commodity price pullback, near-term inflation may lack the “fuel” to push ever higher when 
compared against 12-month-ago inflation that was rising faster than today.  

The important point is that a sudden inflation fillip lower may cheer financial markets — prematurely — into 
extrapolating a lower number into a new downtrend. Inflation seems very unlikely to fall as quickly as it rose. To 
reiterate, rents and other long-term contract prices are a large portion of the household and business budget and 
should decline very slowly. Moreover, we anticipate that tight commodity inventories will keep some upward 
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pressure on overall consumer price inflation. Yes, gasoline and diesel prices are off their summer highs, but tight 
supplies should keep fuel prices elevated.  

As its path lower becomes more of a grind than a glide, we believe inflation should continue to wear down 
household spending and economic and earnings growth. We doubt that the Fed will be as quick to ease its anti-
inflation campaign as equity market enthusiasm may imply if inflation suddenly drops.  

Victory for investors in the war against inflation should come when inflation finally declines steadily toward a 
sustainable rate that again encourages spending and leads the Fed to cut interest rates. But we believe that the 
battles against inflation’s sticky components are likely to get tougher with each percentage point that inflation 
falls.  

Investment implications 

The S&P 500 Index has recently rallied to above 4,100, but we see few signs that a sustainable recovery is at hand. 
Such signs we would need to see include narrowing credit spreads, rising long-term bond yields, strengthening 
industrial commodity prices and housing sentiment, new orders outpacing inventories, and bottoming (if not 
improving) corporate earnings revisions.  

Instead, we believe the economy’s struggles against sticky inflation and Fed rate hikes are likely to produce an 
economic recession and remain ongoing sources of capital market volatility. We stand by our year-end S&P 500 
Index target ranges of 3,800 – 4,000 for 2022, and 4,300 – 4,500 for 2023. Our single and consistent message since 
early 2022 has been to play defense in portfolios, which practically means making patience and quality the daily 
watchwords.  

Holding tightly to those words implies that long-term investors, in particular, can use patience to turn time 
potentially to an advantage. As we await an eventual economic recovery, the long-term investor can use available 
cash to add incrementally and in a disciplined way to the portfolio. At these intervals, capital preservation steps 
include reallocating to quality asset classes and sectors and seeking exposures that diversify or that offer a partial 
hedge against inflation:  

• In equity markets, we favor U.S. over international markets; U.S. Large and Mid Cap over Small Cap 
Equities; and the Information Technology, Health Care, and Energy sectors.  

• In fixed income, we prefer to stay in the shorter and intermediate investment-grade maturities (including 
in municipal securities) and would not seek yields in non-investment-grade credit.  

• As a partial inflation hedge, we favor taking a broad-based commodity exposure, over and above long-term 
or strategic weights.  

• Finally, the Global Macro and Relative Value alternative investment strategies may provide returns and 
income (via the Relative Value strategy) that diversify portfolios because of low correlations with equity 
markets.2  

  

                                                      
2. Alternative investments, such as hedge funds, private equity, private debt and private real estate funds are not appropriate for all investors and are only open to “accredited” or 
“qualified” investors within the meaning of U.S. securities laws. 
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Risk considerations 

Forecasts and targets are based on certain assumptions and on views of market and economic conditions which are subject to change.  

A periodic investment plan such as dollar cost averaging does not assure a profit or protect against a loss in declining markets. Since such a strategy involves continuous investment, the 
investor should consider his or her ability to continue purchases through periods of low price levels. 

Each asset class has its own risk and return characteristics.  The level of risk associated with a particular investment or asset class generally correlates with the level of return the 
investment or asset class might achieve. Stock markets, especially foreign markets, are volatile.  Stock values may fluctuate in response to general economic and market conditions, the 
prospects of individual companies, and industry sectors.  Foreign investing has additional risks including those associated with currency fluctuation, political and economic instability, 
and different accounting standards. These risks are heightened in emerging markets. Small- and mid-cap stocks are generally more volatile, subject to greater risks and are less liquid 
than large company stocks. Bonds are subject to market, interest rate, price, credit/default, liquidity, inflation and other risks. Prices tend to be inversely affected by changes in interest 
rates. Municipal bonds offer interest payments exempt from federal taxes, and potentially state and local income taxes. Municipal bonds are subject to credit risk and potentially the 
Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT). Quality varies widely depending on the specific issuer. Municipal securities are also subject to legislative and regulatory risk which is the risk that a 
change in the tax code could affect the value of taxable or tax-exempt interest income. The commodities markets are considered speculative, carry substantial risks, and have 
experienced periods of extreme volatility.  Investing in a volatile and uncertain commodities market may cause a portfolio to rapidly increase or decrease in value which may result in 
greater share price volatility.  

Alternative investments, such as hedge funds, private equity/private debt and private real estate funds, are speculative and involve a high degree of risk that is suitable only for those 
investors who have the financial sophistication and expertise to evaluate the merits and risks of an investment in a fund and for which the fund does not represent a complete 
investment program. They entail significant risks that can include losses due to leveraging or other speculative investment practices, lack of liquidity, volatility of returns, restrictions on 
transferring interests in a fund, potential lack of diversification, absence and/or delay of information regarding valuations and pricing, complex tax structures and delays in tax reporting, 
less regulation and higher fees than mutual funds.  Hedge fund, private equity, private debt and private real estate fund investing involves other material risks including capital loss and 
the loss of the entire amount invested. A fund's offering documents should be carefully reviewed prior to investing. 

Hedge fund strategies, such as Global Macro and Relative Value, may expose investors to the risks associated with the use of short selling, leverage, derivatives and arbitrage 
methodologies. Short sales involve leverage and theoretically unlimited loss potential since the market price of securities sold short may continuously increase. The use of leverage in a 
portfolio varies by strategy. Leverage can significantly increase return potential but create greater risk of loss.  Derivatives generally have implied leverage which can magnify volatility 
and may entail other risks such as market, interest rate, credit, counterparty and management risks.  Arbitrage strategies expose a fund to the risk that the anticipated arbitrage 
opportunities will not develop as anticipated, resulting in potentially reduced returns or losses to the fund. 

General Disclosures 

Global Investment Strategy (GIS) is a division of Wells Fargo Investment Institute, Inc. (WFII). WFII is a registered investment adviser and wholly owned subsidiary of Wells Fargo Bank, 
N.A., a bank affiliate of Wells Fargo & Company. 

The information in this report was prepared by Global Investment Strategy.  Opinions represent GIS’ opinion as of the date of this report and are for general information purposes only 
and are not intended to predict or guarantee the future performance of any individual security, market sector or the markets generally. GIS does not undertake to advise you of any 
change in its opinions or the information contained in this report. Wells Fargo & Company affiliates may issue reports or have opinions that are inconsistent with, and reach different 
conclusions from, this report. 

The information contained herein constitutes general information and is not directed to, designed for, or individually tailored to, any particular investor or potential investor.  This report 
is not intended to be a client-specific suitability or best interest analysis or recommendation, an offer to participate in any investment, or a recommendation to buy, hold or sell 
securities. Do not use this report as the sole basis for investment decisions. Do not select an asset class or investment product based on performance alone. Consider all relevant 
information, including your existing portfolio, investment objectives, risk tolerance, liquidity needs and investment time horizon. The material contained herein has been prepared from 
sources and data we believe to be reliable but we make no guarantee to its accuracy or completeness. 

Wells Fargo Advisors is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, but is not licensed or registered with any financial 
services regulatory authority outside of the U.S.  Non-U.S. residents who maintain U.S.-based financial services account(s) with Wells Fargo Advisors may not be afforded certain 
protections conferred by legislation and regulations in their country of residence in respect of any investments, investment transactions or communications made with Wells Fargo 
Advisors.  

Wells Fargo Advisors is a trade name used by Wells Fargo Clearing Services, LLC and Wells Fargo Advisors Financial Network, LLC, Members SIPC, separate registered broker-dealers and 
non-bank affiliates of Wells Fargo & Company. CAR-0822-00895 
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